Economic, Socio-Political and Environmental Risks of Road Development in the Tropics
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It is projected that 25 million km of new paved roads will be developed globally by 2050 — enough to encircle the planet more than 600 times. Roughly 90% of new roads will be built in developing nations, frequently in tropical and subtropical regions with high biodiversity and environmental values. Many developing nations are borrowing from international lenders or negotiating access to their natural resources in order to expand their transportation infrastructure. Given the unprecedented pace and extent of these initiatives, it is vital to thoroughly assess the potential consequences of large-scale road and highway projects. In appropriate contexts and locales, new roads can promote sizeable economic and social benefits. If poorly planned or implemented, however, new roads can provoke serious cost overruns, corruption and environmental impacts, while generating sparse economic benefits and intense social and political conflict. Using examples from developing nations, we identify risks that can hinder road projects in wet and dry tropical environments. Such risks, we assert, are often inadequately considered by project proponents, evaluators and the general public, creating a systematic tendency to overestimate project benefits while understating project risks. A more precautionary approach is needed to reduce risks while maximizing benefits of new road projects in the tropics.

Introduction
Roads are expanding across the globe at an unprecedented rate, both in total length and spatial extent [1,2]. The length of legally sanctioned roads has increased by ~12 million km worldwide since 2000 [3], with a further 25 million km of additional paved roads expected by 2050 [2,3]. To support this dramatic expansion, the G20 industrial nations have asserted that US$70 trillion in funding will be needed by 2030 for new roads and other infrastructure, which would more than double global investments in infrastructure to date [4].

Around 90% of all new infrastructure projects are occurring or expected to occur in developing nations [3], with the tropics emerging as an epicentre of road proliferation (Figure 1) [1–3,5,6]. For instance, China’s planned ‘Belt and Road’ and ‘21st Century Maritime Silk Road’ projects are expected to span 70 nations extending across most of Asia to Europe and Africa [7,8]. In Africa, the 35 major ‘development corridors’ that are being planned or are progressing would crisscross the continent, collectively exceeding 53,000 km in length [9,10]. A similarly ambitious suite of infrastructure projects is advancing across Latin America, penetrating into many remote regions and key ecosystems [3,8] (Box 1).

The growing populations and aspirations of developing nations are justifiably creating a powerful impetus for road development, yet the tropics also harbor much of the planet’s biodiversity [11,12] and provide critical environmental services for humanity and nature alike [13,14]. Roads that are effectively located and constructed can provide positive outcomes for economic growth and social integration, and access to larger urban markets for local producers [15–18]. Roads that are poorly planned or executed, however, can create numerous environmental [9,19–26], economic [27–30], and socio-political [31–33] problems. For example, a proposed ‘superhighway’ in Nigeria would have cut through much of the remaining habitat for the endangered Cross River Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla diehli), allowing the government to seize extensive traditional community-owned lands while providing questionable economic benefits [34].

The positive effects of new roads are often enthusiastically proclaimed by road proponents and stakeholders [15,17,35–38], but their potential risks are frequently downplayed [9,22–24,27,39–41]. Unprecedented sums of money are being invested in road and other infrastructure projects in developing nations [4]. However, the extent of long-term economic risks to which project investors and international lenders are exposed is often not apparent or fully understood [27,42,43]. This arises from inadequate dissemination and public debate of the full array of environmental, economic and socio-political risks of road development, the revelation of which could greatly assist stakeholders in the planning and execution of major projects [44].

Here, we provide a cross-disciplinary synthesis of the environmental, economic and socio-political risks of road building, focusing on wet and dry tropical environments. A fuller appreciation of the relative risks and rewards of roads is urgently needed in the tropics, where roads are playing a pivotal role in many development schemes and in determining the pace and pattern of environmental change [1,5].

Environmental Impacts and Risks
Road building can affect biodiversity both directly, as an immediate consequence of a road and its construction; or
indirectly, as a result of human activities that are facilitated by new roads [19,24]. Examples of direct effects include vehicle–wildlife collisions [19,45,46], reduced reproductive capacity of sensitive species as a result of chronic road noise [21,47–51] and behavioural avoidance of roads [19,21,22,52,53]. Roads can also function as barriers to animal movement; for instance, several species of Amazonian understory birds (Hylophilax spp. and Formicarius spp.) that were experimentally translocated would cross a 75 meter-wide forest clearing but were unwilling to cross a clearing of 250 meter width — even to return to their permanent territory and lifelong mate [54].

Roads increase the amount of abrupt, artificial edge habitat in forested landscapes [55,56]. These forest edges experience varied physical and biotic edge effects that can alter forest microclimates, distributions of specialized plant and animal species, geochemical cycles, and the biomass, structure and composition of forests [24,57,58]. Furthermore, sharply elevated light levels near forest edges lead to a proliferation of disturbance-loving vines, pioneer trees and invasive plants [24,57,59,60]. Forest edges are also more vulnerable to recurring wind shear and turbulence, as well as heavier damage from periodic wind storms [61–63].

As vegetation is cleared along and adjacent to new roads, soil erosion and sediment inputs to water courses can rise sharply (Figure 2), especially in wet regions [64]. For example, in the first two years after construction, logging roads and tracks in Peninsular Malaysia and dirt roads in East Java, Indonesia were found to generate 275 t ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹ [65] and 73 t ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹ [66] of sediment, respectively — far more than those from other nearby land uses. Soil erosion from dirt roads was modest (0.84 t ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹) in the dry tropics of Puerto Rico but this was still ~15 times higher than in non-road habitats [67]. Road-induced erosion is much greater in steep or dissected terrain, in part because heavier roadworks (more cut-and-fill activities to level the road surface) are needed [64,65,68].

In wet tropical regions, rapid erosion from roads and the resulting heavy pulses of sediment into streams and rivers elevate water turbidity and temperature, reduce dissolved oxygen content, and alter natural flow regimes [69,70]. Silt and nutrient inputs into freshwater ecosystems can also promote eutrophication, which can kill sensitive fish and freshwater invertebrates [19] and reduce water quality for humans and livestock [71,72]. Rapid surface flows from roads increase both local and downstream flooding. Few roads in vegetation mortality, peaking during periods of intense rainfall [19,69,70].

Road construction in mountainous areas also increases the risk of landslides [26,68,73,74]. In montane forests of Southeast Asia, landslides were two to three times more frequent in terrain with roads than without roads [68]. In a mountainous region of Puerto Rico, landslides were 4–13 times more frequent near roads (~80 m from the road) than in comparable sites with agriculture or forest cover [73,74].

In forested regions, new roads sharply increase human accessibility [75], fundamentally transforming economic and social dynamics and increasing migration into forest frontiers. The environmental impacts of forest colonization can be diverse, including increased fires [76], land speculation, illegal mining, poaching, timber theft and forest clearing for illicit drug production [76–78]. Roads profoundly influence the spatial patterns of deforestation. In Brazilian Amazonia, 95% of all deforestation occurs within 5.5 km of a paved or unpaved road [75]. Similar trends are evident in Cambodia [39], Sumatra [78], Thailand [79] and Panama [80] and occur even inside some legally protected areas [81].

Forest roads greatly increase physical access for poachers and hunters [22,41,82]. In Peninsular Malaysia, a systematic survey revealed that ~90% of snares and poaching camps were located within 5 km of a paved road [39]. Road expansion in the Congo Basin has sharply increased commercial and subsistence hunting, intensifying pressures on a range of larger (>1 kg) wildlife species [41]. Over the past decade, about two-thirds of all Africa’s forest elephants have been slaughtered for their valuable ivory tusks [9].

In many developing nations, illegal or unofficial roads are more prevalent than legal roads, often because of widespread illegal logging [1,9,24,83]. In Brazilian Amazonia, for example, nearly 3 km of illegal or unofficial roads exist for every 1 km of legal road [84]. Paved roads that penetrate into remote forested areas play a pivotal role in increasing forest vulnerability to human pressures, because they provide year-round access to forests even during the wet season, when many unpaved roads become impassable [24]. Illegal secondary roads can proliferate like a ‘spider web’ around such paved roads, greatly increasing the spatial extent of habitat disruption. For these reasons, ‘avoiding the first cut’ — halting the penetration of permanent roads into intact habitats — is the most urgently needed means to limit the scale and pace of environmental degradation in the tropics [1,2]. It is also among the most cost-effective of all conservation strategies [2,24].
Challenges for Building and Maintaining Tropical Roads

Roads are expensive to construct in steep, dissected or swampy terrain. These higher costs arise from a need for more bridges, tunnels, culverts and cut-and-fill operations, along with an increase in the complexity of construction techniques. Roads in bogs, swamps and peatlands are also expensive because a high road base is needed to maintain the road surface above seasonally fluctuating water levels, along with sufficient culverts or drainage structures to avoid impeding aboveground water movement [68–70]. Our extensive observations (spanning more than 5,000 km) suggest that few roads in the tropics are adequately constructed to withstand the effects of heavy rainfall — especially the intense bursts associated with tropical air depressions or hurricanes, when up to a metre of rain can fall in just a few days. A common sign of inadequate drainage is pronounced flooding along one side of a road that has killed numerous trees and other plants [24].

Maintenance costs for roads can be very high in wet tropical environments. Localized floods or surface flows promote potholes and rutting [68–70], whereas subsurface water flow causes soil slumping [85], undermining and fracturing the road surface. Such road-surface damage sharply reduces mean vehicle speeds while increasing traffic bottlenecks and accident risk, depressing the economic potential of the road investment (Figure 3). In many developing nations, too much funding is being devoted to ambitious road-expansion schemes and too little funding allocated to maintain and repair roads in the years following construction [70,86–93]. Rapid road deterioration and a failure to generate expected economic and social benefits appears especially likely when initial road-construction costs are met by foreign lenders, donors or investors, but ongoing maintenance is left to local and national governments. In the wet tropics and in challenging topographies, major road investments can easily be squandered [70,86,94].

Road projects are also highly vulnerable to poor governance. Major infrastructure ventures — which necessarily involve large budgets and myriad interactions among government decision-makers, road proponents, local stakeholders and construction contractors — are highly exposed to such challenges. Poor governance is especially problematic in low- to middle-income nations, for which corruption (in its many guises) is a greater daily economic impediment than in wealthier nations (Figure 4) [43,95]. A study of 500 World Bank-financed projects (2000–2010) with a road component concluded that one quarter of all projects in low- to middle-income countries had serious allegations of fraud, corruption and collusion, collectively tainting US$14 billion in investments [27]. On average, per-unit road-development costs were ~30% higher in countries with political conflicts than in those without conflicts. Corruption generates multiplying inefficiencies, with each 1% increase in corruption (as a proportion of the project budget) resulting in an increase of up to 7% in total project costs [27].

According to the World Bank, the estimated ‘tax’ of collusion and cartel influences on road-related projects ranges from 8–60% of total project costs [28]. In Bangladesh, it was estimated that companies involved in World Bank-funded infrastructure projects were required to pay 15% of the total contract value to government officials in exchange for the awarding of a contract [28]. In Africa, an estimated 15–20% of the total bid price of World Bank-funded roads was allocated to fraudulent components such as nonexistent cement and reduced road base [28]. In Indonesia, a study of 600 road projects reported that, on average, 24% of the total project costs could not be explained [96]. Thus, a sizeable fraction of the road-related investment boom in tropical nations can be squandered by lost revenues and shoddy construction practices. Because World Bank-financed projects might have greater oversight and control than do those funded from the private sector [97], the analyses of road-related corruption cited here might actually be underestimates.

Financial Risks of Road Projects

Many trillions of dollars are currently being invested in road and other infrastructure projects in developing nations [4]. However,
the long-term economic risks to which project investors and international lenders are exposed is rarely apparent, understood or presented transparently [27,42,43]. Government planners have often seen road expansion as a cost-effective means to accelerate economic growth and social integration, but the magnitude of such benefits is highly variable and sensitive to local context [16,98,99]. New or improved roads appear particularly beneficial when they link rural farming populations to urban markets, allowing farmers to gain higher crop prices, improved agricultural technologies and other livelihood benefits (such as improved access to health and educational services), while meeting growing urban food demand [2,16,100–102].

In other settings, however, the benefits of new roads seem more far precarious [99]. The World Bank has characterized infrastructure projects such as major roads as a “blunt instrument” for aiding the poor [98]. Strategies for driving economic growth via road expansion can be plagued by a wide range of hazards [99,103], many of which are poorly discussed or debated before project approval. For example, road building in high-risk topographic locations, such as floodplains or steep terrain, can cost governments and investors billions of dollars in lost revenue due to cascading impacts on other sectors of the economy [70]. Impacts on downstream fisheries, agriculture, recreation, aesthetics and the costs of ecological restoration can all be considerable. Via its impacts on water quality and fish-breeding sites, planned road expansion in the Lower Mekong Basin could negatively impact fisheries [69,70] worth an estimated US$2 billion per year [104]. In Indonesia, deforestation caused by forest-road building in Aceh state has increased
downstream flooding, requiring ~US$15 million per year in flood-prevention measures [105]. Efforts to establish ecological-corridor networks in roaded landscapes can be expensive and of uncertain effectiveness for maintaining wildlife movements [106].

Cost-benefit analyses for road investments often fail to include key factors, such as the effects of inflation, the expense of servicing project debt, and long-term environmental and social impacts [107,108]. The costs of road maintenance, ecological restoration and unexpected outlays from corruption, political instability or labor disputes [109] can easily exceed expected project returns [70]. For example, restoration costs for oil-palm and wood-pulp plantations in tropical peatlands, which contain massive stocks of belowground carbon [110], could outstrip the long-term economic gains of peatland exploitation [111]. Major road projects in wet, steep terrain, such as the Trans-Papuan Highway in Indonesia and Trans-Borneo Highway in Malaysia, face daunting risks from landslides, flooding and road collapse. The precautionary lessons of high-risk infrastructure projects need to be considered before nations barter away access to their natural resources or incur heavy foreign debts for development.

A key concern is that the meteoric rise of major financial institutions, such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, Chinese Import-Export Bank, and Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES), could increase the risk of unwise infrastructure investments. These institutions have ‘streamlined’ environmental and social guidelines to reduce paperwork and accelerate project approvals [112]. To remain economically competitive with the new lenders, the World Bank announced in 2016 a similarly diluted approach to its project safeguards [113,114]. This has provoked anxieties about a potential ‘race to the bottom’ by large-scale infrastructure lenders [115]. The World Bank’s shift from a rules-based compliance system towards one of unprecedented flexibility—favouring a borrower’s national laws and policies in lieu of its traditional safeguards—is particularly worrisome [116].

In addition to multilateral and bilateral lenders, private capital is a growing driver of infrastructure expansion [117]. It is far from certain, however, whether private financiers will support projects that seek to balance environmental and social criteria with profitability. Most investors remain strongly profit-oriented, although there is growing interest in projects that can compete financially with traditional infrastructure schemes while reducing their long-term environmental and social risks [117]. There is a dire need for novel mechanisms to attract major private funds for sustainable infrastructure projects.

**Socio-political Risks of Road Projects**

Road proponents frequently portray their proposed projects as a panacea for many social aspirations [2,15,16]. However, the broad societal risks that new roads can create are rarely identified or weighted adequately [118,119]. Road development in remote areas, for example, can lead to increases in illicit logging, mining, poaching, smuggling and drug production [41,120–122]. Such practices can exacerbate environmental and social problems, defraud governments of tax and royalty revenues, and require increased expenditures for monitoring and law enforcement [120,121].

Some road projects instigate serious social unrest (Figure 5) [123,124]. During the initial phases of development, real or perceived inadequacies in community consultation or forced land reclamations can be flash-points for conflict. Community dissatisfaction may be aroused if benefits from roads are distributed inequitably, such as via a lack of employment opportunities for local residents or perceived government corruption. Road projects in frontier areas commonly lead to an influx of migrant workers or colonists, with potentially adverse impacts on local inhabitants [24,122,123]. Among the undesirable effects are increased demands for ‘immoral’ services such as prostitution and black-market products [39], an increase in sexually transmitted infections [125] and an erosion of traditional social structures [123]. Such challenges can provoke community conflict, potentially delaying road development or increasing its economic costs. Some frontier communities living in the aftermath of new roads are highly polarized between ‘locals’ and ‘migrants’ [123,126].

Social risks do not end once a road project has been completed. For instance, vehicle crashes have substantial socio-economic impacts, averaging 3.3% of total GDP in high-income
countries and at least 1.1 to 2.9% of total GDP in lower-income countries [32]. New roads act as invasion corridors, facilitating incursions of human and animal pathogens and disease vectors [24]. In Ecuador, infection rates of human enteric pathogens were 2-8 times higher in villages near roads than in remote villages [127]. People living near roads in India, Brazil, and Uganda have reported increased incidences of dengue fever, malaria and HIV, respectively [125,128,129]. Exotic plants and animals, including many species deleterious to humans or agriculture, often use road verges to invade new lands. Little fire ants (Wasmannia auropunctata), for example, invade ~60 times faster along logging roads in African rainforests than in undisturbed forests; the intense stings from this species repel and even kill livestock, wildlife and people [130]. For such reasons, cost-benefit analysis of roads must consider not only their immediate prospective benefits, but also their longer-term socioeconomic and environmental risks.

For indigenous groups in remote areas, new roads can have irrevocable effects [126]. Roads have decimated some indigenous populations via introduced diseases and forced or voluntary migration [131]. In the 1970s, the construction of the TransAmazon Highway led to the deaths of 45% of one indigenous group in a single year [132]. Roads penetrating into tribal territories can lead to an influx of non-indigenous squatters and land speculators seeking to appropriate land titles. Additional impacts such as alcohol abuse, prostitution, illegal mining and social domination by colonists can arise [133–135]. In Sumatra, Indonesia, heavy environmental degradation accompanying the Pekanbaru-Dumai road was blamed on a lack of social responsibility among new migrants, whose incursions followed new road construction [126]. Roads penetrating into remote areas are often perceived as a driver of increased aggression, lawlessness and other ‘frontier society’ behaviours [120,121,126]. In Peninsular Malaysia, indigenous communities living in remote areas have cited such concerns as reasons for opposing new roads in their vicinity [136].

**Environmental Impact Assessments**

Environmental impact assessments (EIAs) are intended to identify many of the risks and potential liabilities of infrastructure projects, and to minimize such risks with suitable mitigation and offset measures. However, relatively few EIAs are considered sufficiently robust or adequate in scope [118,137]. For example, requirements and approvals for EIAs are typically determined by local or national jurisdictions. As such, the EIA depends upon the enforcement capacity, willingness and predictions (e.g. pro-development or not) of the jurisdiction. EIAs often lack consistency across local or national political boundaries, limiting their utility and comparability [138].

EIAs can suffer from a range of structural problems. For instance, EIAs for road projects may be performed at narrow spatial scales that fail to identify impacts on wide-ranging wildlife, whose large home ranges may overlap with planned road locations [139]. Few EIAs effectively assess a project’s indirect or induced effects — such as when a road opens a forested region to subsequent encroachment, poaching and habitat fragmentation [2,138]. Importantly, most EIAs are funded by the project proponent, creating potential conflicts of interest [2,9]. For instance, a consultancy firm might hesitate to conduct a stringent EIA if it believes it could be black-balled by other project proponents in the future [118,136]. Finally, EIA processes effectively place the burden of proof on road opponents [119,140], who rarely have detailed information on rare species, biological resources and ecosystem services [141] needed to determine the actual environmental costs of roads.

Such deficiencies of EIAs increase the risk of environmental damage, social conflicts and litigation. This can lead to project delays, cost overruns or even project cancellation [118,119,137]. Some structural deficiencies of EIAs are addressed by strategic environmental assessments (SEAs) and social cost-benefit analyses, which attempt to evaluate the wider geographic context of projects as well as their various indirect or induced effects [1,137]. Unfortunately, SEAs and social-oriented analyses are expensive and therefore applied to only a minority of road projects. Such limitations underscore a key need to augment EIAs or SEAs with more broadly-based, strategic approaches to infrastructure and land-use planning [1,2,9,25].

**Conclusions**

The tropics are experiencing an unprecedented boom in new roads and other infrastructure. It is vital, given the transformative effects of such projects on economies, societies and environments, that their potential rewards and risks be fully disclosed and considered publicly. It is incumbent upon scientists to broaden the discourse, especially for high-risk projects (Box 2).

We emphasize four key conclusions. First, status quo procedures for evaluating roads can create a potent bias in favor of project approval. Cost-benefit analyses frequently fail to incorporate key factors that affect project profitability and risks [70,107,108]. Further, corrupt practices can generate perverse incentives in favor of ill-advised projects, rewarding decision makers who approve new roads despite unfavorable conditions.
There are strong reasons and effective strategies for challenging high-risk infrastructure projects:

Many planned projects do not ultimately proceed, as a result of shifting economic factors, political priorities or growing public disapproval. Hence, opposition to such projects is far from hopeless, because many are halted or substantially modified. When a high-risk infrastructure project is proposed, it is essential to act immediately to advance a public narrative that highlights the key risks and weaknesses of the project. Ill-advised projects are much more difficult to stop if they have received required legal approvals or if project proponents have been allowed to dominate public discourse.

Sustained opposition is effective because many project proponents, such as corporations or governments, have short-term goals for profits or fixed political terms that have limited tolerance for project delays.

Second, prevailing strategies for evaluating the environmental, social and economic impacts of major road projects, such as EIAs and SEAs, are necessary but insufficient for assessing the full costs of projects. For instance, the terms of reference for EIAs rarely consider the wider effects of other concurrent developments or environmental changes [118]. This underscores a dire need for strategic approaches for planning and prioritizing infrastructure projects — such as the ‘global-roadmapping’ (http://www.global-roadmap.org) scheme [1,2,5,9] that can be used to zone any geographic region to maximize the socio-economic benefits and minimize the environmental costs of new developments.

Third, there is great scope to increase private and public investment in sustainable development. At present, ‘green bonds’ for development projects constitute less than 0.6% of all debt securities [142], and less than 0.2% of all banking assets are held by institutions that have pledged to promote positive change in the banking industry (http://www.gabv.org) [143]. A key challenge is making sustainable investments more profitable and competitive with other investment options, such as by incorporating long-term social and environmental costs that are typically undervalued in investment decisions.

Finally, some environmental and social mitigation efforts for roads and other developments are little more than window-dressing [144]. This creates a false sense of security while understating the inherent risks of such projects. Investors are accustomed to risk-reward frameworks in which higher risk translates into larger profits, and vice-versa. Such frameworks, however, presuppose that investors have full and accurate information on which to base their decisions [145]. As we have argued here, many infrastructure projects have diverse and obscure arrays of risks. This creates a dangerous gauntlet for investors who fund poorly conceived projects, but great opportunities for those advancing ‘smart infrastructure’ that strives to be truly sustainable.
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